
Ephesians 4:25 "Speaking the Truth"  (Keynote for verse is below)
Intro: “3 roommates” - relationships built on trust, in an environment where everyone can be honest with themselves and others

Honesty
"You put away lying"
Definition: intentionally deceive; mislead1 
E.g. - misrepresentation of facts: flattery (person), slander (person), hypocrisy (self), plagiarism (work)
1. desire for approval (don’t tell truth to others, or about self)
2. truth is too costly (we want to be in control of the situation)

1. "I want to feel better about myself" (Eden)
! ! We are told rather to...
“speak the truth” - being honest about reality (yourself, others, and the situation)
Caveat: you can tell truth the wrong way 
1. Desire for approval (e.g., harsh or condemning which makes you look better)
2. Gossip! (telling the truth about someone in a way that damages their reputation)

1. "I want to feel better about myself"
Both of these stem from issues of selfishness.  (to simply change behavior does nothing)
But Paul places the motivation outside of ourselves...

Concern
"each one to his neighbor"
Truth must be told with the other's benefit in mind (not harsh/gossip) [Paul is borrowing from OT-Bird’s eye]
God speaks in negatives for a reason: Example: Ten Commandments (to exclude selfishness)
Social justice and basic human rights2 
The covenant community of God causes human flourishing by upholding social justice
(Aside: how do you deal with people without gossiping? Matthew 18)
Truth-telling in love is necessary for a healthy community3

! Jane Jacobs
Casual public contact by people mutually concerned cultivates “a feeling for the public identity of people, a 
web of public respect and trust, and a resource in time of personal or neighborhood need. The absence of 
this trust is a disaster to a city street.”4 (The Death and Life of Great American Cities)
! Societies and communities are built on trust. 

! ! Robinson: “Falsehood...is a sin against the mutual trust on which all of civilized society rests”5

! ! ! ! ! ! but you need more than truth-telling and concern.

Covenant
Zechariah 8:16
The covenant community6

! covenant formula - (Zech. 8:8b “They will be My people, and I will be their faithful and righteous God”)
! city of Truth7 - Zech 8:3...
Zechariah 8:3 (HCSB)
"Thus says the LORD, 'I will return to Zion and will dwell in the midst of Jerusalem. Then Jerusalem will be called the City of Truth,”8

Problem: we try to do social justice and love everyone, while at the same time loving ourselves more 
than everyone else. This is a dichotomy. (roommate situation) Zech = dwelling fulfilled in Christ! The only 
way heavenly comm can exist on earth is when the gospel breaks through our selfishness. The 
gospel breaks the dichotomy by establishing trust in relationships that are founded on the power of God 
in the finished work of Christ on cross. Since God now approves of us because of Christ. We can...
• Say hard things without fear of approval
• Speak in love because the person is more important than us

• A culture of trust and loving truth is cultivated, and we grow together, not apart
Gospel: we exchanged the truth for a lie (Rom.1) in order to preserve our reputations.
But Christ gave up his reputation to die for us, and became the living Truth that lights up our darkness.



Ephesians 4:25 (HCSB)
Since you put away lying, Speak the truth, each one to his neighbor, because we are members of one 
another.

Theme: covenant living
Point: telling the truth to each other
FCF: selfishness
App: be truthful to each other because you are made in God’s image

Closing nug: The only way heavenly community can exist on earth is when the gospel breaks through 
our selfishness.
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